
by Curtis Ackie &Constanza Goeppinger

A classic board book that you can
return to year after year. Hazy day
colours depict glorious spreads of
various pastimes to be enjoyed

throughout Summer. There's so much
to observe and discuss on each page.
Children could generate their own
stories to accompany each scene. by

Gerda Muller

Delightful magic from the hedgerow
full of seasonal offerings in this
Brambly Hedge edition. It's a very
hot summer and Dusty & Poppy are
preparing for their wedding in the
most unlikely of places to keep cool.

www.busybusylearning.com

by Angela Ferraro-Fanning & Annelisdraws

Ideas and thoughts to help you
make the most of the sunny,

summery months. Things to make,
eat and discover. Gorgeously

illustrated and printed in the UK
on recycled paper.

Bookworm Buzz

Summertime

Recent
Releases

by Olivia Hope &Daniel Egnéus

by Joseph Coelho &

Daniel Gray-
Barnett

by Ellie Clements

by Jill Barklem

Formy Books bring positive black representation in
children's books and Later is warm, rich and will

enthral little ones. When will mum be home?
 

Smile Out Loud is a wonderful collection of poems
that will have you laughing out loud. Adding poetry

to your reading collection is essential.
 

For imaginative, adventure seekers comes a dream
of a setting to explore on each spread of Be Wild,

Little One. An abundance of awe and wonder.
 

Changing schools, bullies and an older brother in
peril. The Wondrous Prune sees 11 year old Prune
discovering more about her emotions and the magic
of her drawings coming to life to save the day.
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http://www.busybusylearning.com/
https://www.amazon.co.uk/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_2?ie=UTF8&field-author=Daniel+Egn%C3%A9us&text=Daniel+Egn%C3%A9us&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books-uk


Flying Eye Books

Not your typical pirate tale. A
Grandpa spellbinds his

grandchildren with tales from his
former years. Rhyming text
oozing with tantalising words.

by Darcy Dobell & Becky Thorns
- perfect for ocean lovers -exquisite illustrations

by Emily Gravett - super fun
- makes an excellent read-aloud with actions
0+

by
Reza Dalvand 

YouTube
Scott Evans, The Reader
Teacher, has a brilliant

website with oodles of book
recommendations. Ideal for
parents and teachers to

help guide choices.
www.thereaderteacher.com

Known for their beautiful books and
textured hardback covers.

Favourites

“If you only read the books that everyone else is reading,
you can only think what everyone else is thinking.”

Haruki Murakami, Norwegian Wood

A unique illustrative style
teeming with fascinating
facts about the natural
world. One for the kids and
equally absorbing for adults.

byJoe Todd-Stanton

by Michael Holland &Phillip Giordano 

by Tom Silson & 

Ewa Poklewska-Ko
ziełło

The Reader Teacher

3+

Mrs Bibi has a pet elephant. The
town is agreed, the elephant
must go. Mrs Bibi packs up and
leaves with elephant. Soon the
town realise all is not quite the
same without them. Will they
become more tolerant?

Bees Bees Bees
The Book of Bees is

wonderfully illustrated and
could be shared visually with
younger children but equally
suit older children and adults

with the text.

by Piotr Socha
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ages are guides only

It Starts with a Bee is a
dreamy, lyrical delight
and if you're looking for
a more graphic style the
The Bee Book is perfect.
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Particularly helpful is his monthly YouTube
video with the latest releases. Packed full of
fiction & non-fiction book round-ups to entice.

by Rinna Hermann & Sanne

Dufft

make-be
lieve wonder

Father & daughter relocate
from rural life to a city. Will they
be able to see and feel the magic

of the stars again?

by 
Jennie Webber byCharlotte Milner

https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/2956680
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Michael-Holland/e/B00L3PEUL6/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_2?ie=UTF8&field-author=Phillip+Giordano&text=Phillip+Giordano&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books-uk
https://www.amazon.co.uk/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&field-author=Tom+Silson&text=Tom+Silson&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books-uk
https://www.amazon.co.uk/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_2?ie=UTF8&field-author=Ewa+Poklewska-Kozie%C5%82%C5%82o&text=Ewa+Poklewska-Kozie%C5%82%C5%82o&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books-uk

